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PUSH-UP: A NEW METHOD FOR BUILDING CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES
by
Peter M. Vanderklaauw, A.I.A .*
INTRODUCTION
If you think it logical to build buildings from the bottom up, 
take a trip to the Netherlands and you will find that it is equally 
logical, if not more so , to build from the top down.
A company by the name of Jackblock Internationaal N .V . has 
since 1965 been building high rise structures in this upside-down 
fashion.
They start with the penthouse, then build the top floor, the 
floor below and so forth. Between each floor they jack up the 
building, with the result that the building rises out of the ground 
like toothpaste out of a tube. What makes it interesting is that on 
a typical Jackblock site there are no cranes and no construction 
elevators; all you see is a tentlike structure with a completed 
building protruding from the top. Noise and debris, so typical on 
conventional construction sites, are practically absent.
The method described in this paper and referred to as Push-up 
is essentially the same as Jackblock. It has a platform fixed at 
ground level on which concrete is poured for the first floor. This 
concrete, after hardening, is pushed up from the platform and the 
next floor is poured on the same platform. Subsequently the two 
floors are pushed up to make room for the third floor, and this is 
repeated until the building has reached its projected height.
The difference between Jackblock and Push-up is the manner 
in which the building is supported during lifting; Jackblock uses 
concrete blocks, Push-up has cast-in-place concrete columns.
Off hand this may seem like an awkward way to build a building, 
but looking at it from the point of view of expended energy it makes 
sense. In conventional construction a lot of material such as form - 
work, shoring, containers, waste material, tools and equipment 
are hoisted into the building only to be taken down later. There is 
also a waste of energy in the movement of people who circulate 
through a vast area.
In Push-up the energy is largely contained; whatever goes up 
stays up, and the movement of people is concentrated in a small 
area.
Saving of energy would be of no consequence if it weren’t linked 
to practical advantages. And luckily this happens to be the case.
To enumerate some instances:
1. The form for floors (and walls) being in a fixed location 
cancels the need for dismantling and rebuilding.
2. With the work concentrated in a relatively small area it 
is easy to coordinate labor tasks.
3. There will be no delays due to inclement weather, the 
building being enclosed as it r ise s .
4. Materials can be delivered directly from the truck into 
the building, avoiding the need for cranes and construction 
elevators.
5. Work conditions do not change from floor to floor, so a 
steady work force can be maintained.
6. Factory conditions enhance quality control and control of 
waste while also facilitating accurate programming.
7. The single unmovable form permits configurations in 
floors and walls which are uneconomical in conventional 
construction.
8. Early occupancy; with proper provisions the building can 
be occupied during construction. (In some cases it may 
be advantageous to stop the building after, say, 10 stories 
and continue to 20 stories a few years later).
9. Short construction period.
In addition to these points the Push-up method offers a multiple 
of opportunities to save time and cost. Cost saving must, after 
all, be the ultimate objective if the method is to be successful.
’•'Assistant Professor, University of Miami, Coral Gables, 
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Taking a 20-story building, 80’ x 280' in size, in the Miami, 
Florida area as an estimating model, we have calculated that an 
8% saving in overall cost may be achieved using the Push-up sys­
tem in lieu of conventional construction. Potentially, however, 
savings are much greater, especially in geographical areas where 
seasonal changes in weather are more pronounced.
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EFFECT OF PUSH-UP ON THE DESIGN OF THE BUILDING
Practically any conventionally designed building is suitable 
for Push-up construction; however, dictated by the cost involved 
in rental and installation of the auxiliary equipment, the system 
is generally restricted to high buildings (say, from seven stories 
up).
Push-up offers some opportunities which the designer of a 
building should consider. For instance, flat plate construction 
came into being only as a result of high labor cost in formwork. 
Since rebuilding of formwork is not required in the Push-up meth­
od, it is profitable to shape the floors for the most economical 
design— such as beams and slabs or waffle; not only does this save 
steel and concrete, it also allows larger spans (thus fewer columns) 
and it provides for more structural stability.
Another opportunity to save cost is in the construction of w alls. 
Instead of building walls in masonry or other material they can be 
made inexpensively as a monolithic part of the total structure. (See 
photographs of model).
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Stairs should be designed as extensions to floors So they can 
be lifted vertically out of a fixed form .
Spandrel beams, balconies, and protruding elements should 
all be designed to take maximum advantage of the system. The 
same applies to window and door openings. An architect who 
understands the opportunities afforded by the system and takes 
account of them in his detailing can save his client a good amount 
of money.
PUSH-UP VERSUS OTHER SYSTEMS
Comparing Push-up with liftslab or slipform, it can be said 
that Push-up is a total structural system. Floors, columns, 
walls, and stairs are aU done in one operation; no combination 
with other systems or conventional work is necessary. Signifi­
cantly, no extra reinforcing steel or built-in parts are required 
to accommodate the system; all auxiliary equipment is completely 
recoverable.
Push-up also compares favorably with component construction. 
Work is done under factory conditions, yet no factory nor storage 
space nor transportation facilities are needed. Also consider the 
savings afforded by the fact that no joints are needed and no extra 
reinforcement is required for transportation loads.
At this stage of development we have not looked into the use of 
prestressing or post-tensioning techniques as part of the Push-up 
method, but we recognize that there is a potential for their use.
RATE OF PROGRESS
In principle the Push-up method has an interim structure 
which envelops a permanent structure. This interim structure 
is capable of supporting the entire building. As the building rises 
and the concrete of the permanent structure hardens, the interim 
structure is dismantled and the function of supporting the building 
is taken over by the permanent concrete structure. The interim 
function can be extended either way -  for a slow rate of progress 
the interim structure is low, and for a fast rate of progress the 
interim structure is high. This makes it possible to build at any 
speed; that is, at any speed within reasonable limits, because the 
rate of progress is naturally also dependent on the curing conditions 
for the concrete and the type of concrete used. In any case, interim 
structure, curing conditions and type of concrete are determinants 
for the rate of progress, and they can be manipulated to accomplish 
the progress desired. If all conditions are favorable, a rate of 
one floor per day is possible to achieve.
Most well organized jobs today work on a three-day cycle; on 
the first day the forms are built, on the second day the steel is 
placed, and on the third day the concrete is poured. By dividing 
a building in three parts, or by working on three buildings at the 
same time, the work crews can be employed without interruption.
The Push-up method has the rebuilding of forms eliminated 
so that a two-day cycle would be most appropriate, and this re­
quires a building to be split in two parts or that two buildings are 
built simultaneously.
The following paragraphs make reference to the illustrations 
and describe the Push-up method in more detail.
AUXILIARY COLUMNS
The key to the entire system is the employment of steel cas­
ings acting as auxiliary columns. They serve three functions; 
they;
1. Contain the fresh concrete for the columns.
2. Support the building while the concrete hardens.
3. Provide attachment for the lifting devices.
Composed of sections equal to one floor height (see Figures
2 and 3), the auxiliary columns rise with the building until the 
concrete contained by them is strong enough to support the weight 
of the building above. At that time the top sections are “ peeled 
off” , fitted with reinforcement, and reinstalled below. By this 
rotating acting the bottom part of the building is continuously sup­
ported by a rigid steel frame or interim structure. The auxiliary 
columns may be anywhere from two to six stories high depending 
on curing conditions, type of concrete and rate of progress.
The load of the permanent concrete strucutre is transferred
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to the interim structure through interlocking surfaces on the inner 
surface of the auxiliary columns (See Figure 2).
The sides of the auxiliary columns are removed by tilting them 
away from the permanent columns, causing a zipper effect, and 
transferring the load slowly to the bottom and into the next columns 
section. Some special hydraulic tool or screw device would be 
needed to separate both sides at an equal rate.
BRACING AND SUSPENDERS
In strategic locations bracing is introduced to resist lateral 
forces on the building. This bracing, firmly attached to the aux­
iliary columns and anchored to the concrete, is extended down­
ward, forming a vertical truss (See Figure 2). Suspenders serve 
the same purpose as temporary shoring in conventional construc­
tion. Provided with turnbuckles they can be easily removed and 
reused.
LIFTING DEVICES (See Figures 4 and 5)
Designed to raise a building one full story in a single opera­
tion, each lifting device consists of a steel guide column -1 - ,  two 
suspended rods -2 - ,  a climbing unit -3 - ,  a fixed base plate -4 - 
and an adjusting base plate -5 - .  The climbing unit travels up along 
the steel column in a hand over hand fashion, a method often used 
in liftslab construction.




Working with two crossheads -10- and -12-, two take-up 
nuts -11-, two holding nuts -13- and two hydraulic rams -9 - and 
alternately extending and retracting the rams and tightening the 
nuts, the climbing unit pulls itself up along the column. The nuts 
are driven by hydraulic motors (not shown) initiated and controlled 
by a centrally located console manned by one operator. Inter­
connections between lifting devices and console ensure that all 
stations advance one increment before the next is started, to 
guarantee equal lift throughout the building.
The lifting devices are connected to one another and braced 
for stability. In a dual function the connecting beams also support 
the fixed platform.
The various actions for lifting are amply explained on the 
drawings.
When the building has reached the projected height, the con­
crete columns are cast solid with the foundations ip which cavities 
-17- are left for that purpose. The auxiliary columns and the 
lifting devices are finally removed for reuse in other buildings.
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An Early Model of the Push-Up Method
Model is at a scale of: l n equals 1' 0" . Concrete is cast on 
a fixed platform with collapsing sides to form  floors and walls.
-1 -  Using hydraulic lifting devices operating on the columns, the 
concrete is pushed up one story high and the next floor is cast on 
the same form . This procedure is followed for the roof and all 
the floors until the building is complete. -1 -  through -10 -
Auxiliary columns are used with the building, and when the 
concrete is strong enough to support the building above, they are 
dismantled in sections. These auxiliary column sections are then 






More Advanced Development of the Push-Up Method
Model is at a scale of: l n equals 1' 0n . Columns are raised 
a full story height in one single operation (preferably during the 
night between working days) -1 -  through -6 - .  After hardening of 
the concrete the auxiliary column sections are “ peeled off”  at the 
top - 7 - , - 8 - , - 9 -  and reassembled with reinforcement for installa­
tion at the bottom.
Floor reinforcement continues through the columns to take 
care of shear and negative moment. Note that the openings in the 
floor to pass auxiliary columns -10- are away from the critical 
shear areas.
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